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The Grading Game
By Guy A. Cruse

(Author's Note: Brashness, I believe, along with beauty
is its own excuse for being. Since I am a veteran of
scarcely three years in "paperphilia," I bring to the subject
all the undimmed enthusiasm of a benedict. I also bring
some memories of sad experiences. A very few, I shall
add, because I have found most dealers are an honorable
and above-board fraternity and as addicted as I to the
foie de vivre in handling and collecting paper money which
cannot be explained readily to an outsider. As a medium
of exchange currency is a somewhat sordid business, but
as a medium of happiness, it is a way of life.)

Chapter One

Gee Whiz! Where's Everybody?

The year was 1945. You will recall that after Enola
Gay completed its mission, and won a final point in a
debate with the Japanese, the Earth was confronted with
the fact of mankind's potential for thermonuclear self-
destruction.

The term "Jet Set" was then as unknown as the jet
itself, but sophisticates and smart alecs following Hiro-
shima proposed that we update our method of account-
ing for calendar years and no longer reckon time as AD,
or Anno Domini, but as AH. or After Hiroshima.

The sick joke was very "in." One example: "There
are three types of A-bombs. The little A-bomb; the big
A-bomb; and . . . 'Gee Whiz! Where's Everybody? !' "

The point? . . . There are as many standards of grad-
ing paper as there are dealers and collectors; and all are
as widely scattered.

Chapter Two

It's About Uncirculated, Extremely Fine Choice,
Except for .. .

There does not exist any widely accepted, clearly de-
fined set of descriptions for grading paper currency.
Since metal occurred naturally before manmade paper,
the terminology commonly used for grading paper seems
to have been borrowed naturally from that used in grad-
ing coins. To what end? In lieu of "BU," we mouth "CU,"
and apply it as indiscriminately; from there on down-
ward we grade paper in terms commonly used for metal. I
grade on downward to my own coined category of "FR."
This is a term lying well within the grade "Filler" as
used by the junk metal collectors. (Please do not write
"a letter to the Times" about this last phrase: I am a
coin collector myself, as well as a "ragpicker".) And what
does FR stand for? It is not an abbreviation for Filler;
it stands for Floor Rag. Compared to the scale used in
grading coins, FR can be the equivalent of anything in
the present grading of paper from Filler minus to Very
Fine plus!

Many of you. if you are like me. have a few notes in
your collection that you would like to forget about. You
have never been able properly to grade them and have
therefore resolved them by ignoring them. You now
have the answer to this dilemma. Grade them FR the
all-purpose. guaranteed-not-to-fade description.

I propose that most current grading of paper rolls is
inevitably as a San Francisco fog and make the following
corollary:

1. CU is redundant, irrational and useless. Substitute
in lieu the term "New." If a note is New, as it was
stacked and packed at the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing ( BEP 1, it is per se, and can he nothing else
than crisp and uncirculated. Strictly speaking, it is cir-
culated during its trip from BEP to District Federal
Reserve Bank to local bank to teller to you. If we agree.
however, that by circulated we mean circulated in public
as a medium of exchange, then it is still New when we
acquire it from the teller out of a freshly opened pack
and store it at once and properly as a collectible note.

Early small-size and pre-1928 series notes can he called
New properly if they have not been circulated in public
and have been kept as collectible paper only in a rea-
sonably careful manner. Paper darkens with age, and
humidity softens crispness; however, storage in normal
or comfort humidity level (50 percent RH or less) will
restore a degree of crispness to any hank note paper.
No one expects Grandma's skin to have the bloom of
youth of her granddaughter's skin; but certainly. no one
will seriously suggest that we downgrade grandma, on
this account. Crispness. schmishness! Down with CU!

If we are dealing in literally hot-off-the-press $5
Federal Reserve Notes I FRN I Series 1969 Kennedy's.
we not only expect them to he crisp, we expect them to
snap, crackle and pop. Hold such a note lightly between
thumb and forefinger and shake it sharply in the air: you
will detect a musical pitch as a generated sound. This
treatment is not recommended for pre-1900 notes. Nor
do we suggest tossing grandma on the rear seat of our
Honda and taking off cross-country.

a. The moment you take a New note received from a
teller, hand it in payment to someone else, and he puts
it in his wallet to use as a medium of exchange, that note
has become circulated.

b. Assume now that you receive that note in turn as
payment from that someone else. You observe its new-
ishness and carefully place it in your wallet against the
time when you can examine it in more detail. I have a
fun term for such notes. It is "PU," meaning Practically
Uncirculated, or Previously Uncirculated in some ill-
defined past. PU notes have been handled perhaps two.
three or four times by previous owners since leaving a
freshly opened pack in a teller's cage. Such a note
has obviously been handled respectfully by former users.
but alas! has been put to the use for which it was origi-
nally intended. It is most likely a very new series issue
or an especially well-centered and well-printed note. In
any event, it deserved a better fate than being used as
crass money. To Joe and Jane Public it still represents
a "new bill"; and in case you have missed the point, it
is still crisp and to the casual glance uncirculated. To be
precise, to a collector it is no such thing; it has been
defiled.
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2. After New—short for newborn—what? You will
recognize an old, familiar symbol: "AU." It stands, how-
ever, for "Almost," not "About" Uncirculated. About
means all around a particular point, or by inference more
or less. Almost means only a little less than, or nearly.
If you were buying the AU note, which definition would
you prefer? At the upper limit an AU note can be PU
( by way of explanation only: I do not suggest the use of
the term PU).

a. An AU note can be lightly folded in the center or
elsewhere two or three times; may have a smudge or two.
a soil streak or "carbon clouding" (such as newsprint
on your fingers) ; a careless bend at one or more corners
or even a little crease or two there; or it may be best de-
scribed as somewhat rumpled. In short, since being New
the note has obviously led a sheltered life, but it has
not been handled only by collectors. An AU note may he
defaced by one or several of the above evidences of han-
dling. but it must not in any circumstance be torn, have a
cut or hole, be stained or be marked by any writing
instrument leaving lines or depressions in the paper. If it
has a crease sharp as the edge of a chef's knife, it is less
than. AU.

(/) There are two types of common villains in our
land: one is the compulsive creaser and the other is the
compulsive scribe. Both regard any new note as fair
game. The first can achieve ecstasy only by carefully
folding over horizontally, then vertically, a new note.
To assure a rigid crease, the paper is then ironed out
with thumbnail or other blunt device. The second re-
gards all new flat notes as specifically intended for
emergency writing tablets—perfect for adding up a small
column of figures thereon or just for doodling in ball
point pen!

3. So, regarding sorrowfully our permanently creased
note, we are resigned to the next lower grade. It turns
out to be "XF"—not "EF," as daintily observed by the
pseudo-purists. The use of Extremely Fine in lieu of
Extra ("X" for short) Fine is balefully unsemantic. Ex-
tremely can mean at one end or the other; extra means
beyond, greater than or outside. If one says extremely
fine, that can mean at the lower limit as well as the
higher limit of fine. It is directly analogous to the word
inflammable, which good usage has rendered largely
obsolete. It is preferable to say flammable, or nonflam-
mable, obviously signifying a more precise meaning.
Therefore, if we mean greater than fine, we should say
"extra". not "extremely"; and write it XF, not EF.

Most serious attempts to define grades begin with "per.
feet," and define succeeding lesser grades as a little below
the grade above, in uselessly vague terms. I feel it is
essential to define at XF level the positive limits, rather
than the negative-by-default limits. Therefore, wading in
where angels fear to tread:

XF can include:

a. Any two or three creases, medium to light but
not hard and worn.

b. General soiling, light stains.
c. Wrinkles, rumples, ruffles.

XF cannot include:

d. Margin corners that are conspicuously rounded
off by wear.

e. Vee-wears I voids I at cut edge or margin of note
where creases occur, noticeable to the naked eye.

f. Tears of any sort, including cuts through the
paper.

g- Holes of any sort, including burns.
h. Writing or printing of any sort on the note, other

than its original engraving.
e. Most important, it cannot show the body of the

paper worn into the surface along hard or old
crease lines so that white streaks appear through
engraved areas of the note. This is obviously a
parameter of the extent of wear, and if there is
one such white streak, the note is less than XF.

4. It then becomes "VF" or Very Fine.

a. Alas! Our terminology has now reached the level of
technical jargon. A "very fine" anything in everyday lan-
guage implies definitely superior quality. To the dedi-
cated porer-over-the-remains-of-rags, it means eating ham-
burger versus prime steak over charcoal - .. nourishing
and just as good, but in the blue plate, popular price
bracket.

h. And what is the definition of Very Fine? It could
hardly be worse. By VF we mean tattered, worn, dirty;
and not unlike an old, favorite garment which we hate to
give up. If we wear it in public, we have learned to our
discomfort that we present to others as well as to our-
selves a picture of "frayed and poor but honest gentility."
(You have to be over 30 to understand that gobbledy-
gook.) Seriously. VF might have all the things that XF
can have: but is guaranteed to have all the things that
XF cannot have, or at least a good share of them.

c. To you quibblers, this is not definition by default.
but definition by cross reference.

(I. A VF will not be soiled, it will be plain dirty on face
and all-over as dirty as a toddler who has just finished
eating a chocolate marshmallow cookie. It will be
limp. rounded at corners, worn through to a vee-void
at creases on cut edge; may have little tears or cuts or
holes, a stain or scorch or two, writing in pen or pencil:
and will have evident obliteration of engraving (white
streaks or worn white areas) anywhere on the design.

e. To us dedicated collectors with large ambitions and
small wherewithal. it is a great specimen; and we are de-
lighted to add it to our collection. Furthermore, it cost
us one-quarter to one third of what a New note would. In
short, Very Fine can he translated, literally, to mean
"Average Circulated."

I. One restriction I think is reasonable to place on a VF
note: it shall not have any small piece of the note torn
off or missing, other than the rounded worn-off corners
or vee-voids or pin-prick holes. (If you have never seen
a note with two little holes in a corner, formed when
the note was stapled to an invoice or other paper, you
haven't lived!)

5. Is this "Endsville"? Oh. no. There are: F for Fine.
VG for Very Good, G for Good, AG for About Good.
Fair for Fair, P for Poor, and Gee Whiz for Where Is It?
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a. Trying to be impartial and reasonable, I believe we
should recognize grades below VF, but I believe it is
purely fanciful to try to describe with any real meaning
in definite measures or limitations what could constitute
such grades. I therefore propose we recognize Fine as
bad VF, or literally poor in quality; and the minimum
grade for a note that any serious collector would deem
worth acquiring. This also includes pre-1928 series
notes.

b. The next lower grade would be Good; which en-
compasses everything commonly now labeled from Poor
to Very Good. It is splitting the hair on the elephant's
tail to try to differentiate between Very Good and Good.
They are both, purely and simply, Filler quality.

c. For those of you who are dealers, now turning
apoplectic and accusing me mentally of trying to take
away your bread and butter, I admit I prefer evolution
to revolution. Why not accept a term called Filler? I shall
even suggest that we coin a grade, with tongue in check,
known as "EF" for "Extremely Filler."

d. All of the grades from Fine on downward, are hang-
over terms from the argot of metalware. They have
little relation in reality to paper. Once paper reaches
a "rag" stage, it cannot be equated in quality with metal,
since relatively it is neither as durable nor as good in
appearance. Metal, although heavily worn, may be care-
fully cleaned and will still have a certain sturdiness and
forthrightness about it. Paper in such state, on the other
hand, is merely sad in appearance and is good only for
spending or redemption. (It's nice to know that the
ratty $10 Silver or Gold Certificate you have been hang-
ing on to can he taken to your friendly neighborhood
bank and redeemed for a sexy new $10 FRN. (FRN-
that means standing "For Really Nothing.")1

6. A posteriori.
The wide scale current interest in paper collecting is a
relatively recent phenomenon. It might even be called
the child of the 1960s. Therefore, now is the time to
re-evaluate the subject, and to try to establish rea-
sonably high and uniform standards.

Following is a suggested alternate and simplified
scheme of grading. It has the merit of calling a spade
a spade and does not as does industry's and advertis-
ing's trickery—label something "Super" or "De luxe,"
when in reality it is about the lowest grade of the line.
There is no justification for using exaggerated names
for grades in order to make the qualities of grades sound
better than they really are. This is a childishly trans-
parent ruse. if not downright fraudulent.

The alternate scheme would simply substitute F or Fine
for VF as described before, and eliminate VF altogether
in an attempt for greater clarity and precision. G or
Good would then become what is currently ascribed to
Fine fuzzy at best; and descending grades would be
"Av" for Average—meaning poor and not. for most.
collectible; and. Filler—meaning hopelessly skid row.
Simplicity when adequate for the subject is always desir-
able. Hence, an alternate and simplified tabulation of
grades would be:

	Symbol
	

Meaning

	N
	

New, or "Crisp Uncirculated" (for
the diehards)

(E or EN Excellent registration; tops)

	

AU
	

Almost Uncirculated

	

XF
	

Extra Fine

	

F
	

Fine, formerly VF; collectible

	

G
	

Good; least collectible

	

Av 	 Average; poor; not usually col-
lectible

	

Filler 	 R.I.P. (If you have a "Watermelon"
note in this condition, treat it with
TLC!)

Banished: the use of grades VF, VG, AG, Fair and
Poor. These grades have not been orphaned but mere-
ly given a pat on the rear and sent back to the world
of "coinology."

Chapter Three

Programming The Problem

1. The conditions surrounding the subject are crystal
clear and as familiar as an old bedslipper.

a. The dealers deal in paper for the benefit of the
collector.

b. The dealers can stay in business only if they make a
profit.

c. In order to make a profit, there has to be a wholesale
value and a retail value.

d. The Government churns out the raw material, which
is also the end product, in continually revolving printing
presses in an edifice identified as the BEP in DeeCee.

e. Cost accounting can only hint at the real costs of
printing, say, one billion notes in $1 denomination. It is
obvious, as an interesting sidelight, that one billion notes
in, say, $10 denomination, can be churned out by the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing in exactly the same
time and at exactly the same cost as those in $1 denomi-
nation, thereby increasing the Government's seigniorage

	

—or instant 	 profit 	 by ten fold at not one cent in addi-
tional cost.

f. Why is any of this relevant to the numismatist?
Simply because once a dealer or a collector has, or is
about to have, withdrawn a note from circulation to
place it in the permafrost of his stock or collector's al-
bum, that note ceases to be useful for the purpose intend.
ed. Its value therefore ceases to have any connection
with reality as a medium of exchange; and its value must
be determined solely by the intangible value other dealers
and collectors place upon it. The point is of utmost im-
portance because:

(1) The value the dealer puts upon the note is directly
related to the demand for the note by the collectors.

(2) The market place law or axiom of supply and de-
mand prevails, and

(3) If there is a "run on," say B-Star Barr notes, the
dealers will start taking second looks at B-Star Barrs
that otherwise would be turned into the local bank for
withdrawal and incineration. ( In the Chicago and New
York City areas, it has been estimated that the average
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useful life of a $1 note in public circulation is about 6
months.)

(4) Now suddenly the collector is being offered low
grade, unclassifiable notes as being VG to F. Any rea-
sonably F note quickly gets promoted to VF; and so on.
Not surprisingly, the dollar sign attached to the grade
goes marching onward and upward with the rest of the
promotion.

2. The importance of accurate, uniform grading there-
fore becomes overriding. Anything but narrowly de-
fined values in grading are as out of the question as one's
doing business at a bank that offered $4 for five one day,
and $6 for five the next. Such a stock market vacillation
in the real value of our currency would be impossible
and could lead only to chaos.

3. I am not by any standard suggesting that grading
be equated to and defined by range of prices. I am
merely stating that grading "codes" should be the same
throughout the country and be adopted uniformly. In
our bumptious free enterprise system, the prices of grades
will take care of themselves, like water seeking its own
level.

4. I am further stating that grading needs to be raised
and tightened by several degrees from the tired old terms
that have broadened to the point where they have become
almost meaningless.

a. The current use of VG and F is a good case in point.
These grades have become—or were never anything but
—so tenuous and sleight-of-hand as to resemble a magi-
cian pulling a rabbit out of a hat. In some instances I
have found that G, VG and F were as indistinguishable
as split peas from the soup of the same name. One hit-
them-between-the-eyes method of solving this problem,
as I have suggested heretofore. is to render everything
below Fine as plague-ridden and not suitable for even the
collector with very limited discretionary funds.

b. I submit that we overprint our old grades, figura-
tively speaking, with a new rate—as was done with the
French Franc several years ago 	 to establish a new
value, worth so much with respect to the old grade value.
In the case of the Franc, it was rather drastic: one New
Franc to 100 Old Francs. On second thought, this
proportion might well he applicable to our extremely
lower grades.

c. We are now divided and conquered by confusion; we
need to be consolidated and prosperous with order and
clarity.

(To be continued)

Reprint Sheets of Obsolete Notes
Raymond H. Rathjen recently expressed to the Editor

concern about reprints of uncut sheets of obsolete notes
being sold on the West Coast. He recounted that a dealer
offered him genuine uncut sheets at $10-15 each or the
same notes in a reprint for $1.75. The reprints. apart
from the paper, were very deceptive.

"There should be a law," George W. Wait commented
about the availability of such sheets. He listed the fol-
lowing reprints now being sold:

Bk of East Tennessee (Common)
Tradesmen's Bank (N.Y.) (Common)
Farmers Bk of Wantag (N.J.) (Rare)
Tallahassee R.R. Bank (Fla.) (Common)
State Bank of Michigan (Common)
Brunswick Bank (Maine) (Rare)
Pahquioque Bank (Conn.) (Rare)
Bank of South Carolina (Early, rare)

It is also rumored that notes of the Canal Bank of
New Orleans are being reprinted, although originals are
available for four or five dollars. However, there were
thousands of obsolete notes and quite possibly a number
of plates are still in existence, so other reprints could be
coming out from time to time.

The difference between original and reprint is usually
apparent from the paper and the quality of printing. The
old bank note paper is not available today. The Histori-
cal Documents Co. of Philadelphia is marketing un-
marked, offset copies of individual notes on parchment-
like paper.

There is as yet no legal way to force the labeling of re-
prints as such; any antique can be copied. However, a
reputable dealer will refund the buyer's money if the
latter is convinced he has been sold a copy. Better yet.
a reputable dealer should not handle unmarked reprints.

WE BUY AND SELL

LARGE SIZE U. S.
PAPER MONEY

WANTED:
Choice Condition and Scarce

Large Size Notes Only.

SEND LIST FIRST, WITH
CONDITION AND PRICES.

L. S. WERNER
1270 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10001

Phone LA 4-5669

SOCIETY CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL
NUMISMATISTS

ASK YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT US
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